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Simulation of reactive transport in heterogeneous
porous media with a Newton-Krylov method
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Reactive transport modeling in porous media involves the simulation of several physical and chemical pro-
cesses: flow of fluid phases, transport of species and chemical reactions between species. After discretization,
one obtains a highly nonlinear system of partial differential for transport, coupled to algebraic equations for
chemistry.

In [1], we have presented a globally coupled approach, where transport and chemistry are solved in a fully
coupled manner, while transport and chemistry modules are kept separate. The method uses the same fixed
point formulation than the Standard Iterative Approach, but, at each time step the nonlinear system of al-
gebraic equations that couples all chemical species at all mesh points is solved by a Newton-Krylov method.
The linear system at each Newton step is solved by the GMRES method, with a Jacobian free implementation
where the required matrix by vector product may be approximated by a finite difference quotient or computed
exactly.

Linear and nonlinear preconditioners must respect the block structure of the system in order to remain matrix-
free. We have shown that block Gauss-Seidel preconditioners is closely related to a non-linear elimination
method, and that both give a method where the number of both Newton and GMRES iterations do not grow
when the mesh is refined [2].

In this talk, we recall the main features of the method, and we present an extension to handle mineral precip-
itation and dissolution reactions using an interior point Newton method [3]. We also study the performance
of the method on 2D heterogeneous geometries.
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